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Abstract. We address the problem of transferring semantic annotations, more specifically predicate labellings, from one language to another using parallel corpora. Previous work has transferred these annotations directly at the token level, leading to low recall. We present a global approach to annotation transfer that aggregates information across the whole parallel corpus. We show that this global method outperforms previous results in terms of recall without sacrificing precision too much.
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1 Introduction

There has recently been a large interest in multilingual natural language processing. Several annotation efforts have been devoted to developing resources for different languages, needed for supervised learning (Hajič et al., 2009). However, there is a large number of languages that still lack linguistically annotated resources. For example for French, one of the most important European languages, there exists no corpus with predicate-argument annotations.

Predicate-argument annotations are the representation of the grammatically relevant aspects of a sentence meaning. This level of analysis provides a means of expressing a relation between syntactically different sentences, such as the sentence with the transitive verb in (1a) and the one with the intransitive verb in (1b). The semantic label theme expresses the fact that the object in (1a) has the same conceptual relation with the verb as the subject in (1b).

(1) a. [AGENT Mary] [REL-STOP.01 stopped] [THEME the car].
   b. [THEME The car] [REL-STOP.01 stopped].

Semantic parsing or semantic role labelling refers to the task of automatically labelling predicates and arguments with predicate-argument structure. This task can be divided in two parts. One part refers to the labelling of the predicates with a predicate sense, and the other to the labelling of the arguments with semantic roles. Semantic parsers and the results of cross-lingual annotation transfer are therefore evaluated on both tasks: predicate labelling and role labelling. We focus on predicate labelling in this paper.

Cross-linguistically, the predicate-argument structure of a sentence is considered to be more stable than its syntactic form. The English sentence in (2a) can be considered as equivalent to the French sentence in (2b), despite the fact that the
position of their syntactic subject is occupied by different kinds of lexical elements and that the complements of the verbs differ both syntactically and semantically.

(2) a. [EXPERIENCER Mary] [REL-LIKE.01 liked] [CONTENT the idea]. (English)
    b. [CONTENT L'idée] a [REL-LIKE.01 plu] [EXPERIENCER à Marie]. (French)

Since manual annotation is a costly and time-consuming approach to resource development, cross-lingual annotation transfer offers an attractive alternative. In this approach, predicate-argument annotations on a source language, for which there exists semantic annotations, are transferred to a target language using parallel corpora (Padó, 2007; Basili et al., 2009; Annesi & Basili, 2010; van der Plas et al., 2011). The increased stability of predicate-argument structures across languages makes their cross-lingual transfer attractive when compared with, for example, syntactic structures.

Traditional methods for cross-lingual transfer rely on the semantic equivalence of the original and the translated sentences, and on correct and complete alignments between words or constituents in those sentences. Since the semantic annotations are transferred directly from token to token, we will refer to these traditional methods as direct cross-lingual transfer. Alignment errors and translation shifts represent major sources of mistakes in the direct transfer approach which result in incorrect and incomplete annotations in the target language.

In this paper, we propose a different strategy to predicate labelling that is less sensitive to alignment errors and translation shifts. Instead of transferring semantic annotations on a token-to-token basis, we aggregate information across the whole parallel corpus to correct token-level mistakes resulting from direct cross-lingual transfer. Our approach consists of two steps: In the learning step, a global model is learned on the basis of source language (English) predicate annotations in a word-aligned English-French training corpus. In the labelling step, this model assigns predicate labels to verbs in target language texts (here, French). We model cross-lingual transfer of predicate labels as a cross-lingual word sense disambiguation (WSD) task, because this fits well with the lexical nature of the task: annotating French verbs with English predicate labels.

Our contributions are two-fold. First, we present a global approach to semantic annotation transfer that corrects token-level mistakes as found in traditional direct transfer methods. Second, we show the strengths and limitations of global vs direct transfer.

In the next section, we present related work on cross-lingual annotation transfer. We then briefly discuss the semantic annotation framework we are using and explain why we decided to use an English semantic framework for annotating French. In Section 4, we briefly present the direct transfer method. In Section 5, we describe the tools and data we use and explain the adopted evaluation framework. In Section 6, we explain the global method proposed in this paper. The results are presented in Section 7, before concluding.

2 Related work

Transferring annotations from one language to another in order to train monolingual tools for new languages was first introduced by Yarowsky & Ngai (2001). In their approach, token-level part-of-speech (PoS) and noun phrase bracketing information was projected across word-aligned bitext and this partial annotation served to estimate the parameters of a model that generalized from the noisy projection in a robust way. In more recent work, Das & Petrov (2011) propose a graph-based framework for projecting syntactic information across language boundaries. They create type-level tag dictionaries by aggregating over projected token-level information extracted from bi-text and use label propagation on a similarity graph to smooth and expand the label distributions. A different approach to cross-lingual PoS tagging is proposed by Täckström et al. (2013) who couple token and type constraints in order to guide learning. These two types of information are viewed as complementary: token-level projections offer precise constraints for tagging in a particular context while broad coverage type-level dictionaries help to filter noise in token-level projections. Our approach to cross-lingual predicate labelling follows this vein. Instead of solely relying on token-level information acquired from word-alignments, we combine this with type-level information captured by our global method which is trained on the entire corpus. We, however, are concerned with semantic annotations and not PoS tags.

Transfer of semantic annotation has started off with direct transfer of FrameNet semantic annotations (Padó, 2007; Basili et al., 2009; Annesi & Basili, 2010). With the addition of a learning step and the use of PropBank data, Van der Plas et al. (2011) have scaled up previous efforts. They show that a joint semantic-syntactic parser trained on the output of direct transfer and additional syntactic annotations produces better parses than the input it received by aggregating information.
across multiple examples. Our method is more resource-light, as we do not need syntactic annotations neither on the target nor on the source side.

The same emphasis on learning is found in cross-lingual model transfer, where source language models are adapted to work on the target language directly. For semantic role labelling, Kozhevnikov & Titov (2013) use shared feature representations (syntactic and lexical) to adapt a source model to a target-language model. They, however, do not consider the task of predicate labelling but only semantic role labelling.

In this work, we address predicate labelling in languages other than English as a cross-lingual WSD task. Word sense disambiguation is the task of automatically identifying the meaning of words in context (Navigli, 2009). In its cross-lingual variant, the candidate senses are the words’ translations in other languages and WSD aims at predicting semantically correct translations for instances of the words in context (Resnik & Yarowsky, 2000; Ng et al., 2003; Carpuat & Wu, 2007; Apidianaki, 2009). In our experiments, we apply the cross-lingual WSD method employed by Apidianaki et al. (2012) for improving the quality of Machine Translation, in a different setting: instead of assigning semantically appropriate translations to words in context, the WSD classifier serves for selecting the most adequate English predicate label for verbs in a new language. More details on the adaptation of the method to predicate labelling are given below, in Section 6 of the paper.

3 The semantic annotation framework

There exist three frameworks for annotating corpora with predicate-argument structure: FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2003), VerbNet (Kipper, 2005) and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005). We chose PropBank for applying our predicate labelling method. In the following, we describe PropBank in more detail as well as the criteria that led to choosing this framework as well as how the English PropBank can be used to annotate French.

3.1 The Proposition Bank

The Proposition Bank (PropBank) is a linguistic resource that contains information on the semantic structure of sentences (Palmer et al., 2005). It consists of a one-million-word corpus of naturally occurring sentences annotated with semantic structures and a lexicon (the PropBank frame files) that lists all the predicates (verbs) that can be found in the annotated sentences and the sets of semantic roles they introduce.

Predicates are marked with labels that specify the sense of a verb in a particular context. Each lemma described in the frame files (3300 verbs) contains one or more lexemes (4500 verb senses), which are used as predicate labels. The PropBank frame files specify the interpretation of the roles for each verb in its different senses. The interpretation of the numbered roles is given for each lexeme separately. Table 1 illustrates the entry for the verb pay in the PropBank frame files.
The semantic role annotation is based on Dowty’s theory of Proto-Roles (Dowty, 1991). Arguments are marked with the labels A0 to A5, which represent semantic roles of a very general kind. Only the labels A0 and A1 have approximately the same value with all verbs: they are used to mark instances of proto-agent (A0) and proto-patient (A1). The meaning of other numbered arguments is verb-dependent. It depends on the meaning of the verb, on the type of the constituent they are assigned to, and on the number of roles present in a particular sentence. A3, for example, can mark purpose as is the case in (3), or it can mark direction or some other role with other verbs. The indices are assigned according to the roles’ prominence in the sentence. More prominent are the roles that are more closely related to the verb. The AM-* labels can be specified further as: location, cause, extent, time, discourse connectives, purpose, general purpose, manner, direction. The labels for adjuncts are more specific but less verb-specific than the labels for arguments, and they do not depend on the presence of other roles in the sentence.

(3) [A0 The Latin American nation] has [(REL-PAY.01 paid) [A1 very little] [A3 on its debt] [AM-TMP since early last year].

Although PropBank is considered as the most language-specific of the three resources, Samardžić et al. (2010) motivate the use of PropBank for annotation transfer with two reasons. First, the lexicon in this resource is corpus-driven. It is built by extracting and describing all the predicates that occur in a predefined sample of naturally occurring sentences. Since the aim is to annotate a corpus of naturally occurring sentences exhaustively, we expect that such a lexicon can provide a better coverage than the lexicon in FrameNet and VerbNet, which are not corpus-driven. Second, the labels used in PropBank both for predicates and arguments involve fewer theoretical assumptions than the labels in FrameNet. While the FrameNet labels capture mostly linguistic intuition at the targeted level of lexical semantics and the relations between the lexical items, the PropBank labels rely strongly on the observable behaviour of words. The distinction between the different verb senses, for instance, is made taking into account the different sets of arguments and other observable differences, such as the presence of the particle that distinguishes pay.04 from pay.05 in Table 1. This approach can be expected to provide more tangible criteria for annotators in deciding how to annotate each instance of the predicate-argument structure found in the corpus, ensuring a more reliable and more consistent annotation. Also, it enables a more direct comparison of the structures across languages, since the representation of the structures does not include any hypothesized levels of abstraction.

3.2 Using the English PropBank to annotate French

Adapting a semantic framework to a new language is a time-consuming process. In order to generate broad-coverage annotations for a target language in limited time, we transfer semantic annotations from the source language directly to the target language without adapting the semantic annotation framework to the target language. This means that French verbs will be annotated with English predicate senses. For this to work, we need to show that PropBank is cross-lingually valid. Van der Plas et al. (2010) did this in a manual annotation effort. For a complete description of the annotation procedure, that involved four evaluators and several stages, we point the reader to Van der Plas et al. (2010). In this section, we summarise the procedure and briefly discuss the main outcomes.

In this manual annotation study, annotators used the English PropBank frame files to annotate French sentences. This means that for every predicate found in a French sentence, they needed to translate it and find an English verb sense that was applicable to the French verb. If an appropriate entry could not be found in the frame files for a given predicate, the annotators were instructed to use the dummy label for the predicate and fill in the roles according to their own insights.

Some of the differences in annotation observed between annotators were due to lexical variation in English. For example, if one annotator put the label ‘demonstrate.01’ whereas the other used ‘show.01’ on an instance of the verb montrer, this should not be counted as a disagreement as the two senses are linked. Therefore, agreement scores were provided both on the basis of the predicate sense labels and on the basis of the verb class, using the verb classifications from VerbNet (Kipper, 2005) and the mapping to PropBank labels as given in the type mappings of the SemLink project1 (Loper et al., 2007). VerbNet is a hierarchically organised verb lexicon of English verbs (Kipper, 2005). It is organized into verb classes extending Levin (1993) classes through refinement and addition of subclasses to achieve syntactic and semantic coherence among members of a class. The senses ‘demonstrate.01’ and ‘show.01’ appear in the same verb class according to the type mappings of the SemLink project and were thus considered as correct.

The average inter-annotator agreement reported in these experiments was relatively low when the annotations on the PropBank verb sense level were compared: 59%. However, at the level of verb classes, the inter-annotator agreement

---

1. http://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/
increased to 81%. The authors identify collocations and idiomatic expressions as the main sources of disagreement in predicate labellings among annotators, as is also shown in studies on other language pairs (Burchardt et al., 2009).

For a single annotator, the main measure of cross-lingual validity was the percentage of dummy predicates in the annotation. Van der Plas (2010) found 130 dummy annotations in 1000 sentences. A manual classification of the dummy labels showed that the dummy label was mainly used for French multi-word expressions (82%), most of which could be translated by a single English verb (47%) whereas others could not because they were translated by a combination that included a form of ‘be’ that was not annotated in PropBank (25%). The 47% of multi-word expressions that received the dummy label showed the annotator’s reluctance to put a single verb label on a French multi-word expression. The annotation guidelines could however be adapted to instruct annotators not to hesitate in such cases. Based on these findings, the authors conclude that the annotation framework PropBank is cross-lingually valid.

4 Direct cross-lingual transfer

Before presenting our global method for predicate labelling, we would like to remind the reader of the method for direct cross-lingual transfer which is used in comparisons and combinations throughout this paper. It is taken from Van der Plas et al. (2011), but we give a short summary here for the readers convenience. The method is based on the Direct Correspondence Assumption for syntactic dependency trees by Hwa et al. (2005).

**Direct Semantic Transfer (DST)** For any pair of sentences E and F that are translations of each other, we transfer the semantic relationship \( R(x_E, y_E) \) to \( R(x_F, y_F) \) if and only if there exists a word-alignment between \( x_E \) and \( x_F \) and between \( y_E \) and \( y_F \), and we transfer the semantic property \( P(x_E) \) to \( P(x_F) \) if and only if there exists a word-alignment between \( x_E \) and \( x_F \).

The properties that are transferred through DST are predicate senses. The relationships that are transferred are semantic role dependencies, but we are not concerned with them in this paper. The properties are transferred from the English side of a parallel corpus that is automatically annotated with syntactic-semantic analyses to the foreign language side, as described in the following section.

5 Tools and data

The parallel corpus used in our experiments is the English-French part of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). The English part of the parallel corpus is annotated by a freely-available syntactic-semantic parser (Henderson et al., 2008; Titov et al., 2009) trained on the CoNLL 2009 training set (the Penn Treebank corpus (Marcus et al., 1993) merged with PropBank labels (Palmer et al., 2005) and NomBank labels (Meyers, 2007)). In the experiments presented in this paper, we only use the predicate labels found in the English part of Europarl, omitting the labels assigned to the arguments.

For the direct transfer of semantic annotations from the English to the French side of the parallel corpus, we use the method described in Section 4. As is usual practice in pre-processing for automatic word alignment, both parts of the parallel corpus were tokenised and lowercased and only sentence pairs corresponding to a one-to-one sentence alignment, with lengths ranging from one to 40 tokens on both French and English sides, were considered. We subsequently word aligned the English and French sentences automatically using GIZA++ (Och & Ney, 2003) in both translation directions and retained only intersecting alignments. Furthermore, because translation shifts are known to pose problems for the automatic projection of semantic annotation across languages (Padó, 2007), we selected only those parallel sentences in Europarl that are direct translations from English to French, or vice versa. In the end, we obtained a word-aligned parallel corpus of 276-thousand sentence pairs.

For testing, we use the hand-annotated data described in Van der Plas et al. (2010). We randomly split those 1000 sentences into test and development set containing 500 sentences each. We use the development set for the current experiments, which contains 879 predicates.

---

2. We limit our experiments to verbal predicates only because the semantic annotations on French test sentences are limited to verbal predicates. Even though verbal predicates in the target language can be expressed as non-verbal predicates in the source language, the transfer of NomBank labels to verbal predicates is not straightforward due to difficulties in mapping between the two annotation frameworks.
6 Global cross-lingual predicate labelling

Traditional cross-lingual transfer methods are locally defined. Transfer takes place on a token-to-token basis and, as a consequence, missing or incorrect alignments lead immediately to missing and incorrect annotations in the target language. Our method for cross-lingual predicate labelling is globally defined and relies less on actual alignments.

Our aim is to put predicate labels that originate from the English side of the parallel corpus on the French verbs in the other side of the corpus. The predicate labels contain the English verb and its sense. For example, “give.01” stands for the first sense of the verb give. As the predicate label contains a lot of lexical information, assigning the correct English predicate label to a French verb is a task very close to word sense disambiguation (WSD), which aims at automatically identifying the meaning of words in context (Navigli, 2009). In cross-lingual WSD, the candidate senses of words are their translations in other languages from which the most adequate has to be selected for contextualized instances of the words (Carpuat & Wu, 2007; Apidianaki, 2009). The main difference between cross-lingual WSD and our cross-lingual transfer of predicate labels is that we do not search for correct translations of French words but for the most appropriate predicate labels in context (i.e. verbs disambiguated with a predicate sense).

The global predicate labelling method that we propose consists of a learning step and a labelling step. During learning, we compute estimates for annotation transfer on the basis of the word alignments between English and French predicates over the entire parallel corpus. At labelling time, we label French verbs with English predicate labels without need for parallel data or alignments. The method is language-independent and only requires minimal linguistic resources.

In contrast to direct transfer, we provide a predicate label for all French verbs in the test set, not only aligned ones. We expect to augment the recall when using global estimates and hope that the affect on precision is not too negative.

6.1 Pre-processing

The WSD classifier is trained on the Europarl corpus tagged with PropBank information on the English side, as described in Section 5. To identify the sets of candidate predicate labels for each French verb, we replace the English verbs by the corresponding predicate label wherever this is available. Then we tag both parts of the corpus by part of speech (PoS) using the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) and rebuild the parallel files (one sentence per line) by replacing words on both sides by the corresponding ‘lemma_PoS tag’ pair, and keeping the predicate labels in the place of English verbs. The corpus is then aligned at the word level in both directions using GIZA++ (Och & Ney, 2003) and a lexicon is built from intersecting alignments. Lexicon entries for French verbs contain the labels to which they were aligned in the training corpus. The entry for the verb encourager, for instance, contains seven predicate labels : {urge.01, foster.01, stimulate.01, promote.02, encourage.01, encourage.02, renew.01}, two of which correspond to the same English verb (encourage). We keep labels with a high alignment confidence score according to GIZA++ and experiment with two thresholds, 0.01 and 0.001. Naturally, the second threshold retains a higher number of candidate labels.

6.2 Learning

For each French verb (v) in the lexicon, we want to be able to identify its correct predicate label in a new context. A feature vector is built for each candidate label following the procedure described in Apidianaki et al. (2012). For each candidate label $L_i$ of a French verb $v$, we extract the content word co-occurrences of $v$ in the sentences where it translates an English verb tagged with the label $L_i$. The retained French words constitute the features of the vector built for the label. Let $N$ be the number of features retained for each label $L_i$ of $v$ from the corresponding French contexts. Each feature $F_j$ ($1 \leq j \leq N$) receives a total weight with the label $tw(F_j, L_i)$ learned from the data and defined as the product of the feature’s global weight, $gw(F_j)$, and its local weight with that label, $lw(F_j, L_i)$. The global weight of a feature $F_j$ is a function of the number $n$ of labels ($L_i$’s) to which $F_j$ is related, and of the probabilities $(p_{ij})$ that $F_j$ co-occurs with instances of $v$ corresponding to each of the $L_i$’s:

$$gw(F_j) = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_{ij} \log(p_{ij})$$

(1)
Each \( p_{ij} \) is computed as the ratio of the co-occurrence count of \( F_j \) with \( v \) when it corresponds to a label \( L_i \) to the total number of features \( (N) \) seen with \( L_i \) in the corpus:

\[
p_{ij} = \frac{\text{cooc\_count}(F_j, L_i)}{N}
\]

(2)

The local weight \( lw(F_j, L_i) \) between a feature \( F_j \) and a label \( L_i \) directly depends on their co-occurrence count:

\[
lw(F_j, L_i) = \log(\text{cooc\_count}(F_j, L_i))
\]

(3)

The intuition underlying this weighting scheme is that if an interesting semantic relation exists between a feature \( F_j \) and a specific predicate label \( L_i \) of a verb \( v \), then we expect the probability \( (p_{ij}) \) of the feature \( F_j \) occurring in the contexts where \( v \) is translated by this label to be larger than if they were independent. In other words, a feature gets a high total weight \( (tw) \) with a label when it appears frequently in the corresponding French contexts and rarely in the contexts of the other labels.

### 6.3 Labelling

Predicate identification is done by selecting verbs based on the PoS labels provided by the tagger and subsequently filtering out modals and instances of the verb \( \text{être} \). 3 The most suitable predicate labels are then assigned to the retained French verbs by our disambiguation classifier. The weighted feature vectors built for the candidate labels of a French verb as described in the previous section are compared to the context of a new instance of the verb and an association score is assigned to each candidate label. To facilitate comparison with the vectors, the new contexts (sentences) are lemmatized and PoS tagged on the fly (with TreeTagger) and the content word co-occurrences of the French verb are gathered in a bag of words. If common features are found between the new context and the vector of a label, their association score corresponds to the mean of the weights of their shared features with that label (i.e. found in its vector). In Equation 4, \( (CF_j)_{i=1}^{\lvert CF \rvert} \) is the set of common features between the label vector \( V_i \) and the new context \( C \) and \( tw \) is the weight of a CF with label \( L_i \), computed as explained in the previous section.

\[
\text{assoc\_score}(V_i, C) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\lvert CF \rvert} tw(CF_j, L_i)}{\lvert CF \rvert}
\]

(4)

The label that receives the highest association score with the new context is returned and serves to annotate the corresponding French verb. For example, among the candidate labels for the verb \( \text{encourager} \) (\{urge.01, foster.01, stimulate.01, promote.02, encourage.01, encourage.02, renew.01\}), the classifier selects the predicate label \( \text{encourage.02} \) for the following instance:

\[
\text{D’ailleurs, le rapport von Wogau, que vient de voter le Parlement européen encourage [encourage.02] en ce sens.}
\]

The label selected in this case corrects the label \( \text{[support.01]} \) that was assigned through direct transfer.

### 7 Results and discussion

We run experiments using the global method for predicate labelling described in the previous section and compare the results to the ones obtained through direct transfer. The results are presented in Table 2 where they are also compared to upper bounds from manual annotations and previous work.

The first row of Table 2 shows the results from using the traditional direct transfer method. The second and third rows present the results obtained using the global method, where we use cross-lingual WSD to label predicates. In row 2, we present the results obtained when using an alignment confidence threshold of 0.01 (retaining labels with an alignment score above 0.01, according to GIZA++) and in row 3, the results obtained using a threshold of 0.001. For comparison, we show results when using a parser as in Van der Plas et al. (2011) who use a joint syntactic-semantic parser and
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3. We exclude the verb \( \text{être} \) because its English counterpart (\( \text{be} \)) is not annotated in the CoNLL-2009 data used in our experiments.
syntactic annotations on French to do predicate and semantic role labelling. We show an upper bound in the last row. This represents the inter-annotator agreement for manual annotation on a random set of 100 sentences taken from data provided by Van der Plas et al. (2010). Two evaluation settings were used in that work, in order to avoid penalizing synonymous verb senses assigned by the annotators: the inter-annotator agreement reached at the verb sense label was compared to the agreement reached using verb classes, as explained in Section 3.2. Because we do not want to penalize the predicate labelling system for selecting verb senses that are synonyms of the verb senses in the gold, we follow the same strategy and take verb classes into account during evaluation. More precisely, we calculate scores based on the exact correspondence between the label proposed by our system and the gold label found in the test data, and we also perform a coarser evaluation taking verb classes into account. The first evaluation is too strict as it penalizes the system when it selects a predicate sense that is synonymous to the gold sense or a predicate that belongs to the same word class. The results headed by verb classes evaluate on a more realistic basis, capturing semantic correspondences beyond surface variations. In this setting, predicate labels are correct if they belong to the same verb class as the predicate in the gold annotations.

When we look at the differences between the three automatic methods for the evaluation on predicate senses, we see that for the direct transfer method especially recall is very low, 29%. The global method (alignment score threshold = 0.01) has a much better recall, 39%. Precision is lower but the F-score increases by 5 percentage points. When the alignment confidence threshold is lowered to 0.001, which means that more candidate labels are retained, recall increases and precision goes down, as expected. As explained above, the parser from Van der Plas et al. (2011) (shown in row 4) has access to both PoS and syntactic information on the target side and uses a joint syntactic-semantic framework. When we take its dependence on two extra resources into consideration, its performance is not that impressive. However, we can learn from these results that structural information is beneficial. Nevertheless, our results show that the cross-lingual WSD method which relies on much less external knowledge, outperforms the direct method on both senses and verb classes. In future work, we plan to include word position information in our cross-lingual WSD method. This will give the method access to structural information while staying knowledge-lean.

When we look at the results using verb classes which permit to abstract from surface variations and capture semantic correspondences, the overall performance numbers are higher as expected. More importantly, the difference in performance between the cross-lingual WSD method using the more restrained set of labels (alignment score threshold = 0.01), which performs best, and the direct transfer method are now much larger (three times as important, from 5 to 17 percentage points) whereas the difference between our method and the parser is further reduced (from 10 to 5 percentage points). The differences between the parser and our method can be mainly attributed to arbitrary variations between predicate labels that belong to the same verb class. When we look at the precision and recall scores we see that the cross-lingual WSD method with the threshold set at ‘0.01’ improves the recall of the direct transfer method by 23 percentage points, whereas precision only drops by 2 points. The cross-lingual WSD method that needs only a PoS tagger on the target and no syntactic annotation nor parsing frameworks, results in much better scores than direct transfer that is equally knowledge-light. All automatic methods are still quite far from the results from manual annotation.

In summary, these results show that the global cross-lingual WSD method for predicate labelling improves recall of direct transfer methods without sacrificing precision too much. In future work, we plan to combine the direct transfer method and the global cross-lingual WSD method, because the two are complementary in terms of recall and precision.

An example of predicate labelling might help the reader to get an idea of the contribution of the global method. In Table 3, we present an example where cross-lingual WSD annotates more verbs than the direct transfer: labels [stress.01] and [seem.01], assigned during disambiguation, are missing from the first sentence after transfer. Moreover, it would be impossible to get these labels through direct transfer from the English source sentence because they are simply not there.

---

4. The results are different from the results reported in Van der Plas et al. (2011) because we used the development set in our evaluations.
English (automatic): There is in particular one amendment, let [let.01] me point [point.02] out, concerning [concern.01] the energy sector, which, in my capacity as rapporteur, I see [see.01] as particularly important.

Transfer: Il y a notamment un amendement, je le souligne, concernant [concern.01] le secteur de l’énergie, qui me paraît en tant que rapporteur particulièrement important.

CLWSD: Il y a notamment un amendement, je le souligne [stress.01], concernant [concern.01] le secteur de l’énergie, qui me paraît [seem.01] en tant que rapporteur particulièrement important.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3 – Predicate label addition and correction using CLWSD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>due to the non-literal translation. This example shows the limitations of token-to token, direct transfer and how the global method is able to compensate for that by using information aggregated across the whole parallel corpus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a knowledge-light global approach to the cross-lingual transfer of semantic annotation that aggregates information across the whole parallel corpus. Previous work has transferred annotations directly from token to token in parallel sentences leading to low recall and token-level mistakes. We show how the global method, based on cross-lingual word sense disambiguation, improves recall by a large margin without sacrificing precision too much.

Given the knowledge-lean character of the proposed method, in future work we plan to apply it for cross-lingual predicate labelling in other language pairs. Furthermore, we would like to include target side structural information (e.g. word position information) in the cross-lingual WSD method. Last but not least, we intend to work towards global methods for role identification and labelling which will allow to propose a complete SRL annotation framework based on global information. In that respect, we would also like to try and combine global and direct methods because the two seem complementary in terms of recall and precision.
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